Review of diseases presenting as "midline granuloma". Clinical implications for the appropriate workup of patients with midline granuloma syndrome with emphasis on recent diagnostic advances in lymphoid neoplasms that present as midline destructive lesions.
Midline destructive disorders (so-called 'midline granuloma') comprise a wide variety of diseases that present as destructive lesions in the upper airways. These diverse diseases include infectious, immune and neoplastic disorders, each of which obviously requires a differing therapy. The clinician must have an appreciation of these diseases in order to make a rational approach to diagnosis. Because of recent advances in immunohistochemical techniques, cell typing will necessitate certain changes in the manner in which biopsy material is initially handled. This paper discusses the differential diagnosis of midline destructive disease, the pathologic techniques necessary to diagnose them and recent ideas concerning the pathogenesis of the malignant lymphoid processes which cause some of these diseases.